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About This Game

HELI-COMMANDO 2017

is a retro arcade helicopter game in C64 style like games in the 80s.

The Game has now 60 !!!! Levels and a final sequence, the levels will increase slowly in difficulty.
You have 3 helicopters and start with your helicopter at your BASE platform in the left upper corner and have to go to a

destination platform in the lower right corner on a landing platform where LAND is signed on it.
You have to watch your fuel to fly the helicopter if your fuel is empty the helicopter is going down slowly and will be destroyed

if you are not fast enough to refill your helicopter.

TASK:

Your task ist to free and rescue different platformer things like men, cats, birds, snowman or treasure chest and watch out and
avoid moving platforms.

There are several things to collect and other things to shoot at, every thing you collect or shoot will increase your score, perhaps
leading to a new highscore.

BONUS:

Each level finished you will receive a score bonus for all the things you have collected.
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IMPORTANT: CHECKPOINTS:

To finish a level and go to the next level you have to visit all the 3 checkpoints with the helicopter.
Any checkpoint visited will be added to the upper side on the screen with a symbol of the checkpoint and the checkpoint

number 1,2 or 3.
If you dont have passed the 3 checkpoints yet, you are not able to land at the landing platform LAND and not able to go further

to the next level up!
There will be a short info message, if checkpoints are still missing why you try to land and then you will have to fly on to visit

the missing checkpoint stations.

ENVIRONMENT:

There are red brick walls which need multiple shoots at to destroy them completely.
There are fuel stations where you have to refill your fuel tank. if your fuel is empty then the helicopter will go down. if there is

a fuel station nearby then you can perhaps refuel the helicopter in the last seconds., otherwise you will probably crash your
helicopter and lose one helicopter life.

KEYBOARD/GAMEPAD:

You can play the game with the keyboard or gamepad

HIGHSCORE:

Perhaps leading you to enter your initials with a new highscore.

Lets have a look and fun.
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Title: HELI-COMMANDO 2017
Genre: Action
Developer:
RF
Publisher:
RF
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 660 or higher or AMD Radeon HD 5850 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

English
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Fun little game. I used to play this when I was younger and I've never owned the full version, I'm glad I do now. It's a shame the
second game isn't on here and bundled with the first. It would be great to be able to play both as I've never played the second
game. I must admit it gets a bit boring when you have no money and you're waiting hours if not days for an upgrade lol. I like
checking back on my family and making sure they're not dead.. If you´re looking for a decent, nice R-type, Katakis inspired
shoot ´em up, this is for you!!
. Wendy is waifu. Also other good skins idk. Haven't played with them yet. Honestly though, good value in terms of quantity.
Would recommend.. i too played this at both PAX East 2014 and PAX South 2015 and was happy to purchase it. but i am still
waiting for online multilplayer, once that comes out, this will be a solid game. cheers. This game truly captured my heart. If you
like to explore and take your time to gaze at the wonders in the VR space this is for you. All the little things come together to
really immerse yourself in the world. I love exploration\/puzzle games but am terrible at them. I struggled on some of the things
but when I finally fgured them out I felt elated like nothing else. Just to be clear, this game is a take your time and explore and
appreciate the wonders of the art and story. It's very well done. I am really looking forward to more from this studio.. I never
thought I like this game but .. wow.. the depth. so many vehicles and tools to play with just amazing detail graphics. so glad i
pick this up on the bargain bin for 5 bucks. best buy ever. same thought I have when I first bought Euro truck simulator 2, I
mean really.. never imagine the thing that p*ss you off while driving on the road big slow taking all the lanes can be a one
enjoyable game.

had to verify install. to fix the crazy lag. after that went to the main folder and activate the dirext x to install from there. and
couple of verifying files from steam, no more lag. just pure awesome graphics.. Labmen No. 8.

11/10 for S;G reference.. Great and fun fast-paced game, especially for playing with friends. A great couch game. But, you cant
play unless 4 of you (in this case me and my 3 friends)queue at the same time. So yea, low player base, or in this case, no player
base. Hope the devs are goning to do something about it.. The game isn't inherently awful, it has some really funny interactions
in it. But at $19.99, it definitely is not worth it. Kinda is Youtube bait.. i wish it was still growing
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I learned a lot playing this hugely educational game.

Fate of the World is a game where you have to save the world from disaster. It offers the player an onslaught of statistics for
each major region of the world, and an interesting "card" mechanic for adminstering policies necessary to achieve mission
objectives.

This game was developed with input from Oxford University and Oxfam, so there is a strong factual basis to the whole affair.
The missions are very tough, but each playthrough rewards the would-be GEO President with masses of insight on the
challenges real world leaders might have in managing world affairs with limited resources in an unpredictible world.

My main gripe is the presentation of the statistics: it's not very thoughtfully laid out meaning lots of clicking between screens;
better design would have solved this problem and made gameplay more enjoyable. The sheer volume of stats is a bit
overwhelming to begin with, but after a few likely unsuccessful games, you get the hang of it.

In my judgement, this is an excellent game. I'm not really into strategy games so don't know if it would appeal to the hardcore of
that crowd, but for a generic gamer like me it's satisfyingly fun and also very informative. If you want to learn about world
affairs or fancy a career in the UN or something this is a great educational tool.. This is rubbish. two simple quests and then
nothing to do except cut down trees and fish ???????. Scary/10 bots learning to achieve world peace are real. Mostly just for
cards.. Best VN I've ever played. This game has a lot of heart and actually makes you think. The backstory of each
bachelor/route is well thought out and very human. Watching them own up to their mistakes and learn from them and want to
grow is worth a playthrough. A lot of VNs try to strike a good balance between romance, comedy, and thought-provoking plot
but I've never found one that succeeds as well as this one. The characters and story stuck with me for a long time. Also, the MC
is fun and real. She has her own opinions and thoughts and feels like a whole person, unlike many otome/VN MCs.

Buy it, support the creators. More VNs need to be like this.. gt;frame rate: ultra
>??????????
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